ABSTRACT. The 
INTRODUCTION
The concentric Koneweg-de Vries equation (also called cylindrical Korteweg-de Vries equation), u n + /(2r/) + uu + u 0, (1.1) was first derived by Maxon and Viecelli in 1974 from the study of propagation of radically ingoing acoustic waves in cylindrical geometry [1] . In the equation, u=u(,),7=s/2v,t, and -l/9(r/AD + v,t), where is the expansion parameter, AD the Debye length, o, the ion plasma frequency, r the radial distance, and the time.
As the one-dimensional Korteweg- 
where u u(r/, , 0) and 0 is the angular variable which varies in a small region [2, 3] .
In this paper, the author considers the power nearly concentric where n is a positive integer [7] .
We now look for the real-valued traveling wave solution of the form U(z)= u(z,y,t) with z az + by w-t, where a, b, and w are real constants. Without loss of generality we assume a > 0. 4 2) where z is a value at which U(zl) Ut. The period T in z is given by T 2V/a v/(U, U)(U U2)(U U3) ( 
where cn(v, k) cos d dn(v, i k2sin2.
It should be noted that for the estence of cnoid wave solution there is no refiion on C wch cm be positive, zero or negative as long as C ] (U + U2 + U).
Using the Fourier series emsion of dn2(v, k) [9] md the Poisson's suation foula [10] , we
where K f/ dO/v ksin0 is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind with modulus k" K'= f/dO/v/1 k'sinO is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind with modulus k' v/1 k " and E f/ v/1 ksin0 dO is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind with modulus k. Therefore, the cnoidal wave solution U () in Eq. (4.5) can be expressed as It should be mentioned that we c so obtn the cnoid solution for Eq. (2.4) when n 4 [7] . However the author h not been able to establish the conjere that the cnoid solution c so be represemed by ite sum of solitons NCES
